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Ms. Jordan Fogal, 1515 Hyde Park #3, Houston, Texas 77006 (7135217032)
appeared, displayed pictures and stated that Mayor White wanted affordable housing
and wanted it now and she could understand that it would help make Houston a more
viable city, but there were people who took advantage of even the best intentions and if
he was not aware he could not be accountable; that the pictures were of her subdivision
and not under construction, but under repairs with her house having $175,000 damage;
that her home had mold growing inside and outside and beams were rotten and her
house was brand new as she bought it in April 2002; that the lady with her had her home
bought back by Treemont Homes as she had a leaky roof, mold growing and it was
uninhabitable and the City had just issued a letter stating commissioners had decided to
stop using the contractor Stature Construction on police headquarters; that they were
thrown off the job and there was $120,000 worth of remediation work needed and they
could not withstand anymore bad publicity. Council Members Lawrence, Galloway,
Wiseman, Holm, Garcia, Quan, SekulaGibbs, Green and Berry absent. (NO QUORUM
PRESENT)
Upon questions by Mayor White, Ms. Fogal stated that this week the company name
was University Development and when they built her house it was Stature Construction
and the Secretary of State had twelve companies listed to them every two years; that the
common name you saw on each was Jorge Castenero or his mother; that she would
love to share her information with him; that they could not jeopardize their homes by
placing them in the hands of the home builder to hire inspectors. Mayor White stated that
inspection was one thing but builders needed to be held accountable; that there were
remedies against people who sold defective homes, but he could not be her counsel
though he might be able to make a recommendation to her. Council Members Lawrence,
Galloway, Wiseman, Holm, Ellis, Quan, SekulaGibbs, Green and Berry absent. (NO
QUORUM PRESENT)

